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The Monthly Observations
for June 2020

Welcome to Psychic & Energy Work’s Observations for this month. They profile this month’s energetic
rhythms and connect to the forecast for this year. They seek to help you process and learn about energetic
life. Implicit in this is your spiritual journey and intuitive practices. Insights about collective rhythms can be
useful at any time! They help us reconnect to vibes that feed life in ways that enhance “real world” outcomes.
Scroll down for the Observations about This Month;
click here to read about this year; and/or
visit The Archives to read about last month or earlier.

Would you rather hear the Monthly Observations? order your files here…

In case you missed this on the Home Page...
Psychic & Energy Work is offering limited face-to-face consultations at this time. We can work together at a
distance via phone, email or video. It’s just as effective as face-to-face work, perhaps more. To make a
booking, please phone or sms (I only log on to emails Monday to Friday mornings). I will make face-to-face
sessions more available as things ease. Thanks for your support. Stay safe.

Psychic & Energy Work’s YouTube channel was launched in April. You can view it here or
by clicking on the image above. You can also see what I have posted on my new Videos
page (in the menu). What is a reading? What can it be? – let alone all the other forms of
energy work. I also posted a couple of videos about COVID-19 in light of 2020’s chart.

THE NUMBERS FOR “JUNE”
Every month brings its own dynamics which interact with the year’s chart. Outlined below are my
Observations about this “June” given its main numbers.
This Month’s Profile
each year

in 2020

6

2026/1

M.O. - how we’re likely to arrive at that point

14/5

93/3

Reality Number - the spiritual result(s) of doing such things

20/2

2119/4

Birth Number - what we’re here to be/become & exemplify again
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“June 2020”s numerological tally….
Combined with the year’s profile, this month offers the following count. Examining a chart from this angle can
help explain things. It doesn’t, in itself, signal “good” or “bad” (life usually delivers a mix). Yet what we can
find initially jarring often leads to better states. A count like this can help people make sense of things. When
a number presents three or more times, its energetic and spiritual themes (and lessons!) increase.
The tally for this month is:
Number

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Frequency

5

4

9

2

3

1

2

2

-

5

Let’s have a closer look at this…..

“June”s birth numbers are “6” and “2026/4”
teaching us more about balance, health and self-ness
The birth number tells us what we’re going to learn and, hopefully, choose to consciously channel more. It
denotes the states we will end up representing day-to-day. Being a spiritual influencer doesn’t always need
overt gestures. “6”, this “June”, seeks “real me” as important – it always is; balance is key. We do not get
“real” unless we “go naked” – i.e. lose costumes, delusions, scripts. “Six” can also flag a time when more
healing vibes or lessons play through life. That can mean the need to process illness or place more value upon
quality down-time. Here, of course, life helps selves confirm whether things are as good as can be. It’s often
through moments of “what is not” that we begin to choose and act more consciously.
“6” also flags love as a rhythm; that only flows (lasts) when we’re real, too! Numbers always hint at the
spiritual end states we’re due to encounter and learn to breed. Self often grows through the veil of “what’s
not” so “June” could promote self-ish-ness. Don’t be surprised if love-less-ness presents in ways that dare you
to choose again. “6”, like all plants, needs our attention; peace ain’t sustained unless we nurture it. Nirvana
only lasts for as long as self elects to resonate with it. That means making choices before we respond;
deciding how to live before heading outside. All of these lessons are a part of “2020” so don’t be surprised if
“June” helps you sync into peace more than you have been.
This month’s specific birth number also carries a “6”. You may, therefore, find this month helping you sense,
heal and nurture to the next degree. “6” equals “feel” – balance or chaos; it’s a zone that flows best with
settled mind. This is worth noting given how thoughts and feelings shape our manifesting! “2026” says that
sharing, fitting, placement (“2”); spirituality and stillness (“0”); and “6” dynamics might guide people towards
better self-full-ness spiritually. “1” is the end point - adulthood, example, independence, integrity. Such
vibrations always matter but could play out more loudly this month. This suggests a time that will boost
authentic being, again, somehow.
The master number, “10/1”, subtly presents in this month’s specific birth number. “10” can enhance one’s
sense of isolation, uniqueness, difference – states which can feel really jarring. “Stand as you are irrespective
of others”. “Mind your own business – that’s all you can affect”. Isms like this might play out for, around or
because of you this month. We’re all here as trains, not ivies which twirl round things, strangling life’s flow.
The more you focus upon your own journey, in integrity, the more good you’ll grow. Looking left and right –
overcasting sideways – can see self tied up in knots. We can all do this, reasonably often, yet it remains a
spiritual block. “10/1” helps people release encumbrance; focus more upon their own paths. Everything is
linked – honing your focus in this way needn’t trigger “bad” stuff. Anchoring in universal rhythms helps our
soul journey manifest well. We each have our own unique set of runners so do what you can to get on with
yours.
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So, eldership could be a key outcome this month; a state you might need to channel more. Be your example;
don’t live outside models; you really CAN do it, however that comes. Know yourself while grounding in pure
thought (this is where we tend to channel our best “me”). By choosing to partner with divine guidance first,
we help manifest best realities. “10/1” can want self as individual, standing up for its values and stating its
case. It’s often a time for walking our talk; honouring what our gut feel says. That needn’t require overt
gestures; “1” just asks self to be. “June” might help you emerge more as yourself, ready to exist.

This month’s M.O.s are “14/5” and “93/3”
you might distil more about bending, stretching, creating
“14” carries a “1”, too, so my Observations above apply here as well. “4” denotes plans, mindsets and models
firming up or being reviewed. “4” is self’s platform; the stance from which we offer; any system we help grow.
It can represent an audit of frameworks; time for ensuring they’re the best. Through inner growth,
affirmation, rebirth (“1”) and some tightening up in our approaches (“4”), we’re likely to embrace – a little
more deeply - whatever life calls us to. “5” signals change, tolerance, forgiveness, endurance, patience (those
sorts of dynamics). It’s “bend and stretch because it is good for you, life, everyone/thing else”. “Five” can
often seem unforgiving when it presents, at first. It seeks real change; core-level action and shifts which help
long-term life thrive. It can also hint at newness emerging - surprises OR states we have sensed for a while.
“5” also flags the intrepid explorer heading into unknown fields. It’s a time that helps people see that they can
(and, therefore, a zone which releases pessimism). “93/3”, “June”s specific M.O., is likely to add to these
rhythms. “9” wants closure – I say that often! “3” helps us audit what we entertain. “Three” denotes
creating, producing, how we all contribute to things. “What are you putting up with?” is a potent “3”
question. It can also highlight how we express stuff, gesture, speak, exchange, do. What is self’s role in cocreating whatever we witness and live through? This month might ask us all to consider these sorts of things
(and learn from them). Through this, we’ll breed more soul-full “6” and “2026” rhythms. Can you sense how
these dynamics might usher you to better, real world harmony? “6” is a time that likes to guide people even
they feel out of sync with things.
By dealing with events as we need to (“9”) and saying and doing spiritually (“3”) – or not! – this “June” is going
to lead us towards pretty core (important) realisations. “3” represents self receiving insights, ; coming to “see”
things as they are. It finds intuitive guidance getting louder; more obvious somehow. It can see dreams
becoming active (they often boost consciousness). Many can dismiss dreaming as fantasy when they often
helps people process. As mind quietens down, we open up into psychic, unspoken dialogues. “June 2020”
really could help you learn a few things as a result.
“3” also flags expression - dialogues with self, the universe, invisible and other beings. Through expression –
balanced or egoic – (“3”) and sorting through whatever life sends (“9”), you might find yourself getting in
touch with and respecting spiritual needs a little more. All numbers speak of divine and egoic levels of
creation coming together, becoming merged. Any part of existence can heighten in ways that help us grow as
beings who are totally dependent upon universal (divine) will and flow. Through these rhythms this month,
life’s due to help us embrace and propagate peace (“6”). That vibe has to flow in self first before it can
outwardly manifest.

clearings, healings & meditations over the phone
… not to mention readings and other forms of energy work. Sometimes, life presents in ways that stun us –
often just as we need to stay grounded. Via WhatsApp, Skype, phone, video or email, I tune into what’s been
happening to help you understand and clear it. Sessions are recorded so that you can revisit the guidance
you’re given. To enquire or make a booking, click here.
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“June 2020”s reality numbers are “20/2” and “2119/4”
suggesting life will promote better sharing, fit and frameworks
“2” speaks of sharing; existing fairly in amongst a world of others. We do that all the time yet high “2” can
heighten the need to do this soul-fully. “2” magnifies relative positions (which is where and how people often
“get” things). “1” highlights self; “2”, one’s induction into co-existing well – i.e. moving about with minimal
damage on psychic, emotional, physical or mental levels. High repetition of “2” often helps selves finetune
their stances and how they be. All numbers signal what we ‘ll learn directly as we get out and mingle. They
also denote what we’ll deduce as we observe life/others in action. We learn both ways so this “June” might
help you to choose more of “this” over “that”.
Through the dance of “2”, life often guides us to step more considerately than we had been. “20”, you’ll note,
repeats this year’s birth number (“2020”). This suggests this “June” will unfold as another powerful, learning
zone. When numbers repeat, the lessons life brings tend to get deeper, stronger somehow. “0” restates that
all of life emerges out of blank space. Egoic self, waking adults, can find lots of “zero”s unsettling. This is
because we all get used to how life behaves day-to-day. “Good” or “bad”, nought can deliver a quietening in
flow, downturns, leaner times. Many people around the world are having to deal with this right now. Less
cash or action often manifests when a high “0” phase unfolds. A high “zero” count can also see people
struggling with a lack of clear information. Even this can result in less certainty and confidence. In sum, this
number represents “nothing” in all the ways it can manifest. It also denotes the universe, intuitive guidance
and the non-negotiable need to nurture spiritual connection.
So? “0” can be a time that helps us integrate with spirituality. It tends to target physical conditions so as to
breed soul-full anchoring. As a zone, it can marshal individuals into receiving as a stance. It helps us prepare
for what is coming and, within this, shows us how to occupy space. Loud loss or lack can see folk stressing that is human, egoic too. That part of self can forget to connect well because it is so tangibly and mentally
skewed.
Hence, “0” visits to help people stand back from all the action they’re used to (and expecting). Here, it plays
out as a potent lesson in who/what really drives creation. It re-establishes Source as Source, and human as a
co-creator in things. Inherent in this is a strengthening in our ability to witness, wait, breathe. High “0” counts
can be jarring when we have been on a roll. A sudden shift in “fortune” can be upsetting yet “zero” simply
marks a reboot somehow. It’s the very beginning of a whole new chapter, one which egoic self hasn’t
envisaged. This is why it can be so jarring – “I” didn’t agree on/expect “this”! Yet, “0” is the second just
before new/more wholesome stuff rolls in. Implicit in this is the dare to not fill space with pessimistic mantras
and fear. Easy to write; a challenge whenever loud “0” comes around. Yet, as soon as self remembers to step
back and let life get to work, flow begins somehow. Through such rhythms, “June 2020” could help us relate
and share better again – not only with other humans but also with Source, nature, air.
It seems as if this month might nudge us to dust off and strengthen spiritually. Your frame of reference really
matters; what you link into affects all things. Via such wavelengths, you may end up learning how to be soul
better again. This month’s specific reality number, “2119/4”, contains numbers profiled above. It asks for
more compassionate being and the lower “1” count could add to this. By relating well – as best we can – (“2”);
being true to self while sharing space (“1”); and addressing whatever requires our attention now (“9”), we’ll
prepare the way ahead truer, fairer, more solid somehow (“4”). “Four” is the launch pad; time for reviewing;
the moment before we will take off. It helps us audit what we have planned; whether it will launch the perfect
rocket. It’s the base from which everything blooms; our soul-full, powerful diving board. This year’s a “4” year
so don’t be surprised if this month reveals more about such things. “Four” zones can want us tightening
viewpoints so as to unfold safe, sure. It wants selves building the best on all levels: thought, feeling, vibe,
results. This suggests that this month could reveal more about creating, being, in the now – i.e. how one’s
sense of self shapes outcomes. COVID-19 is helping lives rebirth in powerful, lasting, wholistic ways. Can you
sense how this “June” might help you distil more about your options? Choice and choosing are potent
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dynamics; now is the time to review stances. Whenever we act with good intentions, the universe tends to
offer that as reflection.
So? Trust your judgment AND your uniqueness; test where you’ve pegged the limits of life. Stretch, grow,
test, try; follow your gut; live your path fully. One never ever knows (or creates) “success” unless s/he dares
to pioneer. All in all, another potent month that wants us all being all we can be. This “June” should help
people fathom when, where and how to get “there”. The more we let Source take up space with us – share
and exchange in intuitive ways – the more we tend to be protected and guided in all we do. There are no
guarantees; no path is ever as straight as it seems. Five “9”s, this month, signal closure that we notice and
gain from. Five “0”s flag the need to continue caring for what is soul. Nine “2”s could trigger lessons in other;
its value and role; how to share space. Three “4”s could hone our awareness of which recipes (and paths) suit
us best. All of this suggests better states of working, flowing, receiving, life. Two “6”s and two “7”s should
help us assimilate with (process) these dynamics. Lower “5” and “8” flag less spin which always helps us see
and deduce. All in all, a productive month – one which, I hope, helps you flourish!

What about your chart?
We each have a specific numerological profile that stems from our date of birth, full birth name and last
birthday. I’ve outlined the collective rhythms for this month but have not talked about your personal chart.
Readings that merge numbers with intuitive downloads can help you transition through all sorts of things.
They’re all about soul - linking to and channelling it more - and what can occur when we do this. Life, after all,
ain’t only a physical reality.
To book a session concerning past, present or future, or energetic phenomena, click here;
Organise meditation sessions and files here; and audio files here;
Buy my Clearing Cards® here;
Read about last month or earlier in The Archives;
Check out my courses;
Read some articles; and
Come back from June 8 to hear this month’s interview with Michael Hunter on Three D Radio’s Metaphysical
Show. We never know what’s going to happen as the program goes to air on the first Thursday of every
month. We offer free readings - feel free to email your question or topic for discussion to
metaphysicalshow@gmail.com. The program likes to be interactive and your details aren’t used for any other
purpose. Join us live-to-air on Thursday 4th at https://www.threedradio.com from 9pm, Adelaide (South
Australia) time or visit here to listen to it from the 8th.

To send through your questions or booking requests,
click on the numbers to the left of this screen (or click here!).
All the best to you in June.
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